
Lacock Parish Council - Highways & Parish Steward Report – September 2022

1.       Lacock Public Traffic Meeting in the Village Hall on Tuesday 8th August 2020  

A summary of this meeting is described in Appendix 2, below.
WC Officer David Thomas committed to a meeting with LPC /NT to discuss what needs to be done 
to implement a Village wide 20 mph limit, as a priority.
This meeting is now arranged for 2.00 pm on 26th September 2022 with David Thomas, LPC and NT 
representatives.

2.       High Street/West Street Revised Layout Improvement   
Since our July meeting, we were informed by Sarah Dearden, WC Highways Engineer, that cost 
inflation has to be applied to this project, increasing the cost from £59,200 to £65,860. 
See cost details in Appendix 1 below.
At the September LPC meeting villagers’ feedback from the consultation will be reviewed and the 
LPC will discuss the next steps with the Substantive Bid.

3.       Lorry Watch (LW)- Enforcement of 7.5 tonne Weight Restrictions  
Now the Jubilee celebrations are completed, the equipment and documents will be issued to the LW
volunteers shortly, to start the lorry watch monitoring. Still awaiting the start. Peter Glen is 
progressing.

4.       Lacock Traffic Group (LTG) Subcommittee reporting to the LPC  
Areas of work still under consideration, in addition to that listed in the section 2, above: - 
3.1 Block Drains still to be cleaned by WC Highways 

The drainage access into the river needs unblocking from the ditch opposite the raised footway 
into the river. David Arnup WC has been asked to arrange for this to be done. Still outstanding. 
Raised now with Derek Walters to progress.

3.2 Auto Speed Watch Camera (ASW) system
Pete Shaw and Stuart Gregory attended the last Corsham Area Board (CAB) where John 
Derryman reported the Police Commissioner (PC )and Police were in agreement to adopt the 
use Auto Speed Watch cameras. This includes the procedures for speeding vehicle reporting 
directly to the Police computer systems. WC Highways were then requested to finally approve 
the installation of our camera on WC posts.

Subsequently, Gareth Roger’s has stated that he is not in agreement and is withholding WC 
permission to use WC assets to fix the ASW cameras to.  This is now being contested by the 
Derek Walters, PC ‘s team, John Derryman and ourselves as to why WC assets are being 
unreasonably withheld.  Pete Shaw will update at the September LPC meeting with any further 
developments.

5.       Coaches back in the Village  
Coaches returned to the village and have be observed parking on pavements, on double yellow 
lines and restricting other drivers access on the roads. A flyer has been produced that was sent to 
the coach companies and is being handed to drivers when they are parking badly in the village. 

6.       Damage to the grass verge and road side opposite the Abbey entrance  
David Arnup has now advised the posts can be fitted starting on Monday 26th September 2022 by 
the WC Highways team. 
The NT had already agreed to landscape the verge by adding more soil and reseeding the area once 
the posts are installed. 



7.       Moving the Gate outside the Abbey further towards the Red Lion Entrance  
Awaiting reply from Karen Bolger NT to document the issues with the current gateway and what 
they hope to achieve from moving the gateway. Once NT reply is received, the LTG will discuss the 
issues with WC Highways and the LHFIG to ask for their ideas with moving the Gateway. 

8.       Double Yellow Lining still outstanding from 2019  
The outstanding short lengths of double yellow lining outside the Abbey and at the top of 
Nethercote requested in 2019, will now be prioritised by the LHFIG, the replacement for the CATG.
LPC are requested to confirm they are still supportive of these double yellow lining proposals
before the LHFIG September meeting. 

9.       Parish Steward (PS)  
Damage to the Abby Bridge wooden walkway has now been repaired by WC Highways.
Overhanging trees in Lovers Walk were cut back to allow pedestrians to safely pass underneath
Overhanging vegetation on the Whitehall Bridleway horse crossing was cut back to allow 
unhindered passage and to be able observe the lights and road. 
Inspect and repair of the loose barrier near the bench, opposite the Pack Horse Bridge – this is not 
within the PS’s work remit.
Work for the October PS’s visit

 Grips and gullies- continue to be checked and cleaned. 
 Request the WC Road Sweeper tanker return again next month to keep the gutters clear of 

debris. 

Let us know of any other work or potholes needing repair.

There is always more that can be done, so please let us know of any other PS jobs ASAP.

Stuart Gregory and Pete Shaw

Appendix 1
Corsham LHFIG – Lacock High Street/West Street mini Roundabout Substantive bid

Information provided by Sarah Dearden W. C Highways Senior Engineer  - 10th August 2022
The total cost to implement the proposed scheme is £59,200

1/3 needs to be contributed by Corsham LHFIG and Lacock Parish Council.

If Corsham LHFIG agree to their original £1000 contribution (from last year’s previous unsuccessful bid) 
and LPC to their original £20,000 contribution that leaves £38,200 to come from the substantive bid budget 
if successful.

Corsham LHFIG and LPC need to all agree to progress the bid for 2022/23 and if successful 
construction 2023/24.

Revised costs Lacock High Street/West Street mini |roundabout Substantive bid.

The total cost to implement the proposed scheme is £65,860

1/3 needs to be contributed by Corsham LHFIG and Lacock Parish Council.



Corsham LHFIG agreed contribution of £1000

Lacock Parish Council contribution of £20,000

Leave £44,860 to come from Substantive bid budget if successful.

If bid successful for 2022/23, construction would be 2023/24

Appendix 2

Lacock Public Traffic Meeting in the Village Hall on Tuesday 8  th   August 2020  

Michelle Donelan MP organised this meeting in response to residents’ concerns with traffic issues in 
village. Present were Cllr Dr Mark McClelland Wiltshire Council (WC) Cabinet Minister for Highways, Officer
Dave Thomas from WC, Jane Durrant Chair of the Parish Council (LPC) and Ian Wilson and Tim Barber from 
the National Trust (NT).

There was an excellent turnout from residents after the whole village had received written invitations 
beforehand. 

Michelle stated she had listened to residents’ concerns over 3 years ago and this led to the Council and LPC
commissioning a strategic overview from Atkins Traffic Consultants. (Point of information : Atkins 
recommended the High St West St junction layout improvement as 1st priority, other traffic calming 
initiatives and a 20 mph speed limit as the 5thpriority of what needs to be done). Michelle stated with this 
public meeting we need that to progress and perhaps reprioritise those recommendations.

The discussions and actions from the meeting are summarised below :-

Melksham Bypass 
Cllr Dr Mark McClelland explained the decision on the Melksham Bypass is being deferred until the 
outcome of the National Highways review of all routes from the M4 to the south coast is complete, this will
determine if the A350 will be the major route to the south. The National Highway’s report is expected in 
October 2022. 

Melksham Road /A350 junction
The need for a safe southern junction with the A350, irrespective of the Melksham Bypass proceeding or 
not, was made by some residents and LP Councillors. The two officers from WC acknowledged that this 
junction does need to be improved and could remove traffic, including coaches, from the village.

Coach Parking 
Villagers commented about coaches badly parking in the village obscuring the road, parked on pavements, 
making other traffic and pedestrians to come into closer contact. With a safer southern access onto the 
A350 northbound then coaches can use the NT car parks and not enter the village at all.

High St West St Junction improvement
There were strong and passionate views expressed by local villagers that this junction must be changed to 
improve safety and slow traffic. Local residents spoke of several unreported accidents there. “It’s only a 
matter of time before someone is killed there” was stated.



Cllr Dr Mark McClelland explained our substantive bid last year was 2nd rated regarding benefits but 9th 
rated on cost (it was too expensive) compared with other parishes funding bids.
Currently, feedback from villagers on the revised High St West St improved layout plan is expected by 31st 
August. This revised layout bid is a lower cost but retains the safety benefits, so it has a better chance of 
being accepted. 

The LPC will discuss the villagers’ feedback on the layout in September.

20 mph Speed limit
There were very strong feelings expressed and a clear consensus from villagers that the top priority should 
be a 20 mph speed limit in the village inside the gateways, along with other improvements to improve 
safety and manage traffic flow. This may go some way to dissuade ‘rat running’.

Local residents also said speeding traffic is very dangerous on Bowden Hill.
The introduction of a 20 mph limit within the village gateways may help improve this speeding problem. A 
review of speed limits on the top of Bowden Hill is needed.

WC Highways have their rules for assessing the introduction of lower speed limits, but there were pleas 
that Lacock, while it’s a small village, is a very ‘special’ and a valuable asset to the county; requiring more 
understanding and flexibility with the rules.

WC Officer David Thomas committed to a meeting with LPC /NT to agree what can be done and to see how
the 20 mph could be implemented as a priority. This meeting is now arranged for 26th September 2022.

Lacock Parish Council

E mail:  stewardpc@btinternet.com

mailto:stewardpc@btinternet.com

